Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and choose the word with the correct meaning to fit in the blank, and write it on the line.

1. One sign of Jamie’s ____________ is his love of reading difficult books.
   present     presence     intelligent     intelligence

2. Cats are difficult to train and are rarely as ____________ as dogs.
   innocence     obedient     innocent     obedience

3. The butterfly’s beautiful ____________ wings are colored blue and green.
   iridescent     irrelevant     irrelevance     iridescence

4. The gray clouds on the horizon told us that rain was ____________.
   dominance     imminent     imminence     dominant

5. After the harvest, we had an ____________ of beans and corn.
   abundance     fragrant     abundant     fragrance

Complete the Sentence

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and the words in the word bank. Then have your child write the word with the correct meaning in each blank.

Word Bank
   difference     prominent     adolescence     violent     distant     confidence

6. Juan practiced in order to gain ____________ before he had to give his speech to the class.

7. The ____________ storm uprooted trees and damaged houses.

8. Everyone knows Dr. Singh, who is a ____________ member of the community.

Take-Home Activity (BLM 8)
Word Study & Vocabulary 4: Unit 1: Suffixes -ent/-ence, -ant/-ance
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